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Self-mutilation, self-injury, cutting – think it’sonly something that suicidal freaksdo?

Think again.What causes somanygirls to self-harm, andhowdo theydealwith thepain

long after thewoundshave healed? BY elsibe loubsermcguffog

CUTTINGAWAYTHE PAIN
“What happened to your arm?” askedmy shocked friendGabrielle. Igazed at the cut shewas talking about, not

daring to look her in the eye. “Those stupid rocks in the sea; I shouldbemore careful,” I replied, as convincingly as I

could.Butwhat I reallywanted to saywas: ‘Myparents fight all the time and I just can’t take it anymore, so I’vebeen

cuttingmyself. It helpsmake thepain go away.’The first time Idid itwas after they’d had yet another huge fight; I

was looking for apen towrite inmy journalwith,but foundmy keyring instead.Without thinking, I cutmyself and

immediatelywent into a trance that stoppedme from thinking aboutmyparents and all my fears; it feltpainful at

first,but then the adrenaline kicked in, and somehowthe highmademe forget, everything.

My mom had always told me that crying was weak, so I stopped doing that a long time ago, it felt almost

as if I’d forgotton how to. Cutting myself soon became the only way I could express myself. After that first

time, it became an obsession. The worst was at night when I was alone. When I couldn’t take it anymore I’d

close my door and take out the scissors or I’d find anything that was sharp. Normally I’d cut my right upper

thigh, where I knew that no-one would see. As soon as I felt upset, I’d automatically think of cutting, but

afterwards I’d feel guilty and even more alone, though this only made me want to do it even more. It was a

vicious cycle. I stopped speaking to friends, knowing that if I confided in them they’d just beg me to stop

or call me a freak. When I realised that my thigh was starting to look like a road map, I knew I couldn’t go on

like this. I askedmymom if I could speak to someone.At first she said no,worriedwhat peoplemight think, but

when I showed her the cuts she quickly changed hermind. Therapywas really difficult and it took a lot of courage

to keep going back. I had relapses even, but I didn’t give up. There’s still a lot of painful memories to be

uncovered, but I’m getting there, slowly but surely.” Samantha*, 15

* Names have been changed
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Does Samantha’s story sound familiar to you? If you’ve
thought of cutting yourself, or have already started,
you might be feeling really alone right now. Or maybe
you don’t even understand why you’re doing it.
On the outside, you might look like you have it all:

good looks, confidence or popularity; basically to your
friends you’re the girl who’s sorted. But inside, you’re
hurting: you feel emotionally strung out and aren’t
coping with all the feelings you’re bottling up inside.
So you cut, burn or hurt yourself to release the pain,

and make it real. The cuts, bruises or burns make you
feel, for a little while at least, like you can cope again.

WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY
Do you have negative thoughts, like anxiety, worry,
loneliness, fear, sadness, and anger? “There are many
underlying emotions that fuel self-injury”, warns Cape Town
based clinical psychologist, Francien de Ridder, who says
the relief from hurting yourself comes from the realness. You
can see blood, and this helps self-harmers to control their
emotional pain. Endorphins – the body’s natural painkillers –
are released when you cut yourself, and that’s whatmakes
the pain bearable.
The problem is, even though itmakes you feel calm and in
control for a little while, it’s only temporary. And when it’s over
you’re left feeling guilty, and depressed about the same set of
problems, and have the scars to prove that, in reality, you’re
actually not coping. Self-injury can also be very dangerous,
warns Gail de Zitter, a counselling psychologist from Port
Elizabeth, “serious wounds can result because people
sometimes blank out before or during cutting.”

ACRY FOR HELP
When you feel like your opinions don’tmatter, or that you’re
weak for wanting to express yourself, you can feel totally alone.
“Growing up feeling like you can’t cry, laugh or express your
emotions isn’t healthy,” saysDe Zitter. If you’re in a situation
where your deepest feelings can’t be expressed, youmay look
for other ways to express yourself.Hurting yourself becomes
your escape, or a visible cry for help or attention.
Katy*, 17, says she started cutting herself after being
sexually abused by a familymember. “I still remember
running to my room with a knife and cutting myself for the first
time. For the first time I felt as though I was in control, and
that was all thatmattered.” The problem for Katy was that,
once she started she found it difficult to stop. “Every time I
tried to stop hurting myself I just found something to replace it
with,” says Katy, who turned to alcohol, drugs and overdosing
on pills. “I haven’t cutmyself for a while now and when I look
at all the marks it left on my arms and legs, I realise it isn’t
worth it – itmakes the pain go away for a while but the marks
stay forever.” And the scars don’t just stop you from being
able to wear shorts or a bikini, but can affect all aspects of

your life: “A friend of minewhowas a cutter tried to apply for a
job at a restaurant and they told her they couldn’t hire her
because her scars would scare the customers,” says a
seventeen reader.

SEEKING HELP
Sowhat do you do if, likeKaty, you’re the victim of abuse and self-
abuse, or if, likeSamantha, your feel you can’t turn to your family?
“If you’re the victim of abuse or feel like your safety is
threatened in any way,” says De Ridder, “then you need to
go to the police, or confide in a trusted adult or organisation
that can help get you to safety immediately. Remember that
your safety comes first – always.”
Though it may seem hard at first, try to educate yourself
on new, positive ways to understand and express your
emotions. Surround yourself with good friends who you feel
you can confide in; or try writing your thoughts down in a
diary, and seriously think about speaking to a good therapist
who you can trust. “Often therapy is the first experience
people have of being understood,” says De Zitter. Trusting
someone enough to share your deepest, most painful
feelings with is the start of the healing process.
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THE RELIEF FROM HURTING

“
REALNESS. YOU CAN SEE BLOOD.”

- Clinical psychologist, Francien de Ridder

YOURSELF COMES FROM THE
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POSITIVE OUTLETS
“ “

– kate, 16

HEALING YOURSELF

Here are some positive alternatives to
releasing your emotions, says De Ridder.

If you’re feeling angry or frustrated,
do something physical:
• Use a pillow to hit a wall
• Dance to loud music

If you’re feeling sad, depressed or unhappy,
do something distracting and nurturing:
• Visit a friend
• Listen to soothing music

If you’re feeling disconnected from your
body, do something that creates a sharp,
physical sensation:
• Take a cold bath
• Stomp your feet on the ground

FACTS AND FICTION

Self-injury includes:
• compulsive, and deep, nail biting
• regularly scratching scabs open
• burning yourself
• carving your skin with a knife
• breaking your own bones
• piercing yourself with pins or nails
• hitting your head against a wall
• compulsively pulling out clumps of hair
• drinking alcohol to poison your body
• eating disorders are also seen as a form

of self-injury

What is NOT self-injury?
• Tattoos and body-piercing: as long as the
motivation behind them is to decorate the body,
and is not fueled by negative emotions.
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– joaneen, 17

MANY SELF-HARMERS COMEFROM UPPER-MIDDLE CLASSFAMILIES.

FRIENDSWHO CARE

To stop your self-injuring habit, youmust
take brave actions:

It was very scary
for me to see my

friend get to the point
where she hurt herself
in that way. I’m glad
she has stopped. It’s
not a good way to
solve your problems.

A friend who cuts
needs to know you

don’t judge her and that
you’ll try to help her in
any way you can. She
doesn’t need you to
preach to her; she just
needs you to listen.

If you can admit that you have a problem, then
you’re ready to start talking about it. Contact:
• Self-mutilators Anonymous:
selfmutilatorsanonymous.org

• The South African Depression and Anxiety
Group sadag.co.za or 011-7831474

Or contact a psychologist via:
• The Psychological Society of South Africa,
psyssa.com, 08000 55555

• MAKE A PACT WITH YOUR THERAPIST THAT
YOU’LL CALL TO TALK FIRST, BEFORE YOU CUT.

• CONFIDE IN AT LEAST TWOOTHER PEOPLE, AND
TELL THEM THAT YOU WANT TO STOP.

• HAVE A LIST HANDY OF AT LEAST TEN THINGS
YOU CAN DO INSTEAD OF HURTING YOURSELF.

• PICK A NEUTRAL ZONE – WHERE YOU CAN GET
AWAY FROM THE URGE TO HURT YOURSELF.

• GET RID OF THE THINGS YOU USE TO SELF-HARM,
LIKE SCISSORS, KNIVES AND NEEDLES.

• SET A TIME LIMIT – TELL YOURSELF THAT YOU’LL
STOP FOR 15 MINUTES; WHEN THE TIME IS UP, TRY
ANOTHER 15 MINUTES, AND SO ON.

• JOIN A SUPPORT GROUP, CHATGROUP OR PHONE
A CRISIS LINE.

• FIND NEWWAYS TO COPE: TRY YOGA, RUNNING,
SWIMMING OR GARDENING TO CALM YOURSELF

• ENROL IN AN ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING COURSE
– THIS WILL TEACH YOU INNER STRENGTH.

• AVOID CAFFEINE,ALCOHOL, OR ANY OTHER
HARMFUL SUBSTANCES.

HELP!

“ “
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